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  proxy, 44
Acquaintances relationship circle, 78–79
Acronyms
  complete list of, 33
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  used on Twitter, 31–33
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  choosing the level of, 44–47
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Ads, targeting, 14
Advanced relationship marketing techniques,
  implementing, 183–94
Advertising, through social media, 13
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  detecting, 25
  giving without, 24
  See also Hidden agenda
Alaska Airlines,
  connection with customers, 186–89
Alert systems, 133. See also Google Alerts
Algorithms, antispam, 100
Alltop.com, 121, 136, 196
Always be marketing (ABM), 151
“Always on” environment, 37–38
“Always on” lifestyle, navigating, 42
Ancillary tools, 109
setting up, 103–4
Antispam algorithms, 100
Articles, repurposing, 143
Association of Transformational Leaders, 74
Attacks, responding to, 35
Attitude
effect of, 124
importance of, 54
“Attraction-based” marketing, 149
Attribution, 106
Audience members, taking pictures of, 167
Audiences
caring about, 116
impressing, 161–62
involving, 162–63
meeting the needs of, 116–17
plugged-in, 159
Audio files, turning into podcasts, 143
Authenticity, onstage, 169–70
Authority, becoming, 135–44
Authors, interviewing, 142
Autofollow, 104–5
Avatars, using, 128–29
AWeber.com, 138

Bach, David, 68
Back channel
described, 159
managing when onstage, 160–61
maximizing, 171
Background image, on Twitter profile, 103
Backtype.com, 99
Beacon program, 190
Beal, Andy, 130
Beck, Martha, 130
Begley, Ed, Jr., 68
Behavior, organizational, 174
“Behind the scenes” social network, 131–32
Being connected, importance of, 48–49
Benchley, Robert, 25
Benet, Larry, 65, 66
Bernoff, Josh, 3
Berry, Leonard L., xviii
Best Buy customer service, 38
Best Buy Facebook page, 49
Best practices, 11
determining, 15
social-media, xxiii
for using social networking sites, 106–9
Bios (biographical information)
checking, 21, 22
including speaking topics in, 168
See also Twitter bio
Blog comments, spam filter for, 181
Blogger.com, 92
Blogging, connecting through, 92–100
Blog page
offers on, 155
selling ads on, 158
Blog posts
checking, 27–28
sharing, 70
Blogs, 7
as a business tool, 92
commenting on, 128, 133
company, 198
consistency of, 115
embedding videos on, 142
engaging people on, 97
integrating, 109
reading, 41
real-time commenting on, 99
social networking features on, 93–98
subscribing to, 16
See also Top industry blogs
“Blogsite,” 92
BlogWorldExpo, 166
Bloomberg, Toby, 63
Bluehost.com, 92
BNI, 158, 159
Board of advisers, 81
Bohm, Lesley, 87
bohmphotography.com, 87
Book publishing, researching, 70
Books
photographing, 151–52
shelf life of, 153
Bottom line, increasing, xxvii, 16
Brand(s)
being the face of, 86–87
building, 118
care in engaging, 26
creating, 91
defining, 132
personality-based, 40, 117
representing, 102
reviewing and updating, 91
superfans of, 191–93
See also World-class brand
Branding
consistency of, 115
vs. brand, 91
Branding professionals, 91
Brandindividuals, assigning, 39–40
“Brand of you” concept, 117–20
Brand presence, reviewing, 109
Branson, Richard, 64, 67, 68
Brogan, Chris, 25
Buffet, Warren, 82–83
Bury, Erin, 34
Business
social proof for, 93–94
strategic aspect of, 26
See also Businesses
Business activity, consistency of, 184
Business contacts, 78–79
Businesses
access to, 116
brandindividuals for, 39–40
superfans of, 191–93
Business expansion, 59–62
Business fan page, 101–2
Business growth, accelerating, xxii
Business growth steps, 53–194
1: creating a solid foundation, 53–62
2: relationship review and contact circle charting, 63–83
3: assessing/improving online presence, 85–109
Business growth steps
(continued)
4: network building, 111–33
5: becoming an authority, 135–44
6: creating paying customers, 145–55
7: integrate offline marketing, 157–72
8: protecting against the “dark side,” 173–81
9: advanced relationship marketing, 183–94
Business Networking International, 158
Business-related information, sharing, 101
Business success, soft skills and, 19–20
Business world, empathy in, 20–23

Calls to action (CTAs), 148–50, 155
Camtasia Studio, 142
Canfield, Jack, 68, 74–75
Canton, CeCe, 87, 88–90
Cards. See Gifts/gift cards; Greeting cards
Caring
conveying, 23–24
genuine, 25
importance of, 115–16
Caring habits, developing, 23
carolagracen.com, 87
Casual photographs, 88–91
professional photographs vs., 88–91
cecephoto.com, 87, 88–91
Center of influence
becoming, xxvii, 111–12, 120–23
characteristics of, 115–16
Chapman, Branden, 68
Chick-fil-A, 150
Chief customer listener (CCL), 186
Chief listening officer (CLO), 185
Cialdini, Robert, 13, 120
Clarity, double-checking, 33
Client Happiness Director, 61
Clients, wowing, 185–86.
See also Customer entries
Close confidants, 77
Coca-Cola fan page, 192
Collective intelligence, tapping into, 193–94
@ComcastCares, 39
Comments
adding to retweets, 106–7, 140
posting to profile/fan page, 97
Communication
clear and concise, 26–27
delegating and outsourcing, 44
limiting, 27
multiway, 7–8
paradigm shift in, xvii–xviii, xix–xxii
See also Electronic communication; “Me, me, me” communication; New media communication
Communications technologies
accelerated development of, xix–xx
frenzied pace of, 37–38
Communication style, paying attention to, 21–22
Community
engaging with, 193
nurturing, 127
See also Loyal communities
Community at Large
relationship circle, 79
Community “credits,” 24
Community managers, 38, 108
Community outreach, 180–81
Companies, social media policies of, 35, 36
Company blog, 198
Company culture, fostering strong, 180
Complaints, handling, 178
Compliant people, 125
Computer curfew, 41
Conduct, professional, 133
Confidence, gaining, 8–9
Confidentiality, rules for protecting, 9
Confucius, 37
Connecting
through blogging, 92–100
with customers, xi
new and different ways of, xix–xx
See also Being connected
Connections
deepening, 185
effective, 29–35
Conscious social media, 129–31
Consistency, developing, 113, 114–15
Consumers, access to, 116
Consumer voices, xxii
Contacts
gathering information about, 21
identifying, 64
mapping, 76
nurturing, 70–71
professional, 78–79
social profiles of, 185
Content
assessing, 139
curating, 136–38
identifying top sources of, 193
“less is more” approach to, 137–38
plagiarizing, 11
repurposing, 143, 144
sharing, 171
strategic choosing of, 136
valuable, 25
See also Quality content
Content calendar, setting up, 140
Content curation, 194
Content curation systems, 144
Content curator, 114
Content rankings, 99
Content sharing, embracing, 163–64
Content tweets, 107–8
Contests, on Facebook, 191–92
“Contextual test,” 33
Conversation Prism, xix, xx
“Cookie” tracking system, 148
Copyright protection resources, 206
Copyscape.com, 11
Core fears, 9–16
Core values
clarifying, 62
identifying, 54–59, 62
Corporate culture, 55
creating, 57
Corporate values, clarifying, 56–57
Coupon codes, 154
Covey, Stephen R., 67, 105
Crowdsourcing, 193–94
Cunningham, Keith, 145
“Curiosity marketing,” 151
Customer advocacy program, 40
Customer database, polls and
surveys of, 53
Customer feedback,
integrating, 53
Customer relationship
management (CRM)
system, 54, 186
Customers
connecting with, xi
valuing, 54
See also Clients; Paying
customers
Customer satisfaction rate, 54
Customer service
commitment to, 49
exceptional, 59
handling, 178
through social profiles, 38
Customer support response
time, 39
Cyberbullies
ignoring, 181
managing, 174–75
Daily routine, creating,
40–42
Daily routine spreadsheet, 42
Dalai Lama, 65, 67
Damage control, 171
“Dark side,” protecting
against, 173–81
Data
accuracy of, 161–63
tactful use of, 190
Dated photos, eliminating,
86–87
Decision makers, accessing,
xxii
De Klerk, F. W., 67
Delegating, xxiii, xxiv, xxvii,
44, 49
benefits of, 61–62
fear of, 12–13
of prescheduling updates,
104
of social media management,
10
Delicious, 96
Delivering Happiness (Hsieh),
54–55, 180
Demographics
of social media, 6
tools for researching, 7
Devices, freedom from, 41
Diamandis, Peter, 68
Digg, 96
“Digital fasting,” 40, 48
“Digital footprint,” use of,
xxi–xxii
Direct messages (DMs), 132, 177
Discernment, using, 25
Discount code, 154
Disqus Commenting System, 97, 129, 176
Divisiveness, decrease in, 193
Dominance, Influence, Steadiness, and Compliance (DISC) model, 124–25
Dominant people, 124
Doolin, Dave, 45–47
Double entendres, checking for, 33
Drucker, Peter F., 20

EdgeRank scores, 43
Editorial calendar, managing, 141
Editors, utilizing, 27–28
Effective electronic communication, rules for, 29–35
EGOsystem, 44
“Ego test,” 33–34
Egyptian situation, 194
insensitive use of, 130
Eisenberg, Bryan, 199–200
Electronic communication, rules for effective, 29–35
Eliason, Frank, 39
E-mail, sending content via, 96–97
E-mail lists, 138–39
E-mail marketing, 7, 146 personalizing, 184
Embed code, videos and, 142
Emerson, Ralph Waldo, 111

Emotional Intelligence Quotient, 19
Emotional responses, avoiding, 34–35
Empathy building, 20–23
listening with, 36
Enchanting people, xi
Enchantment (Kawasaki), 71–72, 120
Facebook fan page for, 153
Endorsements, through sharing, 135–36
Engage (Solis), 16, 44
Engagement rate, gauging, 42
Engage Today events, 68
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Readability, 33
Etiquette, rules of, 11. See also Facebook etiquette; Social networking etiquette
Event attendees, highlighting, 166–67
Event resources, 205
Events attending, 70
connecting prior to, 164–65
dedicated hash tag for, 167
hash tag designated for, 160, 161
high-tech, high-touch, 200–201
live tweeting from, 161–62
online, 200
social media immersion, 200
See also Prestigious events; Social events
Events/travel calendar, planning, 70
“Everybody wins” joint ventures, 148
Excel. See Microsoft Excel
Exceptional visibility, creating, 123
Executive assistants, 61
Expertise, acquiring, 119
“Experts,” increasing numbers of, 102
Exposure, fear of, 8–9
eZineArticles.com, 143

Facebook, xviii
being enchanting on, 71–72
benefits of using, xxvi–xxvii
harassment on, 174–75
high engagement on, 42
multimedia on, 141, 142
overview of users on, 6
poking on, 106
sharing photos on, 167
superfan identification via, 191
tagging on, 106–7
use of personal information, 190
vision for, 194
Facebook ads, 13
Facebook and Business magazine, 74
Facebook Business Page, 44
Facebook Commenting System, 97–8
Facebook content, in search results, 101–2
Facebook etiquette, 105–6
Facebook fan pages, 5, 38, 101
engaging on, 129
searching, 69
Facebook friends, adding, 101
Facebook Like button, 93–94, 135–36
Facebook lists, 137
Facebook Marketing, 136–37
Facebook Marketing an Hour a Day (Treadaway and Smith), 152
Facebook membership, 5
Facebook messages, responding to, 38
Facebook News Feed, 78, 90
Facebook pages for promotion, 153–54
writing on, 21
Facebook personal profiles adjusting, 38
reviewing, 80
Facebook Places, 169
Facebook privacy settings, xxi, 11
Facebook profile optimizing, 100–101
updating, 168
Facebook profile photos, 88–91
Facebook promotion rules, 191–92
Facebook Share button, 94, 95
Facebook spam management, 176
Facebook stream, 65
Facebook “tags,” 14. See also Hash tags
Facebook videos, embedding on blogs, 142
Facebook walls, 38, 106. See also Wall posts
Family life, making time for, 40–41  
Fan base, establishing, 154  
Fan pages  
engaging on, 129  
moderating, 191  
Fans  
responding to, 108  
turning into paying customers, 145–55  
See also Superfans  
Fast Company magazine, 121–23  
Fear  
allieving, 17  
of technology, 10–11  
See also Core fears; Fears  
Fear of exposure, conquering, 8–9  
Fears  
as drivers, 33  
of online presence, 7  
overcoming, 3–17  
Feedback  
embracing, 177–81  
impact of, 90  
as a measure of success, 99  
Feed burning service, 138–39  
Fighting fire with fire, avoiding, 35  
“Fire hose” approach, 107  
“Firestarters,” 138  
First names  
finding out, 21  
using, 20–21  
Five Relationship Circles  
exercise, 75–82  
benefits of, 82  
Flipboard app, 136  
Flowtown.com, 185, 190  
Followers, turning into paying customers, 145–55  
Following  
building, 104  
growth of, 162  
Following/follower landscape, scanning, 104  
Foot traffic, creating, 150  
Ford Motors, marketplace positioning of, 39  
Forrester Research, 3, 4  
Free blogging sites, 92  
Friend lists, 137  
Friends  
assessing, 85–86  
tagging, 106  
turning into paying customers, 145–55  
Friends relationship circle, 77  
Fulghum, Robert, 131  
Gale, Michelle, 48  
Gandhi, Mahatma, 193  
“Gatekeepers,” 126  
Genkin, Larry, 74  
Geosocial universe, 193  
Gerth, Bill, 39  
“Get it” companies, 189  
“Ghost tweeting,” 44  
Ghostwriters, 12, 44  
Gifts/gift cards  
for clients, 185–86  
for key contacts, 80  
See also Greeting cards;  
Personal notes/gifts  
Gist.com, 185  
Givers, learning from, 119–20
Giving, without an agenda, 24
Glamour shots, 89–90
Glickstein, Lee, 8
Global communications network, pace of, 37–38
Gmail, 96
Goals, identifying, 4
GoDaddy, 92
Godfather of Marketing, 74
Godin, Seth, 25
Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von, 24
GoGo Inflight wireless Internet service, 187
Golden Rolodex building, 125–28
using, 147
Golden Rolodex people, 64, 78, 125
connecting with, 132
Google+, 86, 106
Google AdWords, 13
Google Alerts, 11, 98, 109, 177
setting up, 98–9
See also Alert systems
Google Buzz, 96
Google Docs spreadsheet, 165
Google +1 button, 95
Google Reader, 96, 136
Google Search, 98
Google searches, for contact information, 21
Google tools, 96
Go-to persons, 128, 132
Gracen, Carola, 87
Grammar, checking, 27–29, 36
Grammar resources, 206–7
Gratitude tweets, 187
Gravatar.com, 128–29
Greetings cards, personalized, 186
Grossman, Ben, xvii
Groundswell (Li & Bernoff), 3
Group leadership, 112
Gurus, increasing numbers of, 102
Habstritt, Greg, 66
Halifax, Joan, 47
Hancock, John, 111
Hard skills, 19–20
Hardwick, Chris, 43
Hardy, Darren, 68
Harrington, Kevin, 68
Hasbro company, 192–93
Hash tags designated for events, 159, 161, 168
tweeting with, 170
See also Tag entries
Hayzlett, Jeffrey, 166–67
Head shots professional, 88–91
tips for, 87–88
updating, 108
See also Photographs (photos)
Hecklers, virtual, 160
Helping, focusing on, 119
Hibbler, Bill, 80
Hidden agenda, 24–25
Hidden meanings, checking for, 33
High-level industry events, 68
High-tech, high-touch events, 200–201
“High-touch,” maintaining, 54
High-visibility blogs, commenting on, 128
High-volume approach, 43
Hilton, Conrad, 169
Hires, researching, 60
Hire slow, fire fast process, 59–62
Hiring
self-analysis and, 61
value-based, 56
Hiring/firing practices, evaluating, 62
Hollywood Squares
filling out, 69
meeting, 69–71
Hollywood Squares exercise, 64–75, 83
Hollywood Squares websites/blogs, browsing, 69
Holmes, Chet, 65
HootSuite, 43, 49, 103, 115, 164
HostGator, 92
Hosting, 92
Hsieh, Tony, 54–59, 180
HubSpot.com, 149

Ideal contacts, identifying, 64
Impact, using photos for, 151–53
Inbound marketing, 149
Inclusive attitude, 24–25, 36
Individual brand, 117
Individual comments, responding to, 97
Individuals, reaching out to, 113–14
Influence
defined, 111–12
measuring, 112
Influence (Cialdini), 120
Influence factor
augmenting and accelerating, 132
building, 113
measuring, 99
Influence Project, 121–23
Influencers
action steps for connecting with, 121
assessing, 85–86
connecting with, xxvi
cultivating relationships with, xxii
DISC model of, 124–25
effects of, 112
interviewing, 142
key contacts as, 78–79
meeting, 70
relationships with, xxiv
See also Center of influence; Influential people entries
Influence skills, building your Golden Rolodex using, 125
Influential people, 124
including in talks and books, 70–71
See also Influencers
Influential people contact list, 70–71
Information, business-related, 101
Information sharing, xviii
business-related, 101
control of, xx–xxi
Inner circle recognizing, 56
reviewing, 63
Inner circle friends,
characteristics of, 76–77
Inner circle individuals,
analyzing, 81–82
Innovation, struggling with, 194
In person meetings, 66, 71
Insensitive postings, 130
Instant personalization, 189–90
Intellectual property,
copyrighted, 11
“Intellectual voyeurs,” 164
Internet access, growth of, xvii–xviii
Internet TV shows, 142
Interviews
at business events, 79
pre-scheduling, 164
video, 142
Intimates relationship circle, 76–77
Introductions, pre-event, 165–66
Intuition, utilizing, 26
iPads, 136, 199
iPhone 4, 141
Jeffers, Susan, xxiii
Jefferson, Thomas, 29
Jing, 142
Joint ventures, 147–48
Justin.tv, 142
Kabat-Zinn, Jon, 47
Karma, law of, 24
Kawasaki, Guy, xii, 43, 68, 71–72, 79, 107, 120, 122, 153, 196
Kenneth Cole tweet, 130, 131
Key contacts, 78
nurturing, 127
social profiles of, 80
Key Contacts relationship circle, 78–79
Keys to the Vault, The (Cunningham), 145
Keyword mentions, 99
Keyword tracking, 12
Kindness, practicing, 132
Klout.com, 44, 99, 109, 112, 121
knowem.com, 86
Knowledge, specialized, 119–20
Kornfield, Jack, 47
Kragen, Ken, 68
Kurrently.com, 99
Launch (Stelzner), 138, 146
Law of karma, 24
Law of reciprocity, 80
Leaders
connecting with, 68
relationships with, 75
source for finding, 100
See also Group leadership
Leadership skills, improving, xxv–xxvi
Leads, generating, 54
Learning, about success, 81
“Less is more” approach, 137–38
Li, Charlene, 3
LinkedIn, 5, 96
overview of users on, 6
Listening, masterful, 128
Listening/monitoring systems, 54
Live engagement, preference for, 42
Livestream, 131, 200
Live stream video, broadcasting, 164
Live video, 131
Lombardi, Vince, 135
“Longevity test,” 34, 36
Loyal communities building, 133
formula for building, 113–16
Loyalty, deepening, 189
Mackay, Harvey, 125
ManageFlitter.com, 104
Maria Shriver Women’s Conference, 130
MariSmith.com, 92
MariSmith.com/pen, 118
Marketing
effective, 120
e-mail, 7, 146, 184
inbound and outbound, 149
paradigm shift in, xix–xxii
of self as public speaker, 168–69, 171
simple side of, xxv
video, 199
word-of-mouth, 94
See also Always be marketing (ABM);
Facebook Marketing;
Minus marketing
messages; New relationship marketing;
Offline marketing efforts;
People-to-people (P2P) marketing; Relationship marketing entries; Social marketing; Social media marketing; Unique marketing style
Marketing plan, videos in, 141–43
MarketingProfs.com, 149
Marketing tactics, online use of, xix
Marketing tips, 117
Marketplace positioning, 34
Market testing, through crowdsourcing, 193–94
Mashable.com, 194
Masterful listening, 128
Measurable results, steps to creating, 7
Meetings, in-person, 66, 71
Meetup.com, 158
Meetups, 158
Melville, Herman, 120
“Me, me, me” communication, 33
@mentions, 103
Mentors, 81
@message, 69
Messages
quick response to, 38–39
thinking through, 131
three-point filtering of, 34
Metrics, tracking, 145
Mickelsen, Christian, 61
Microsoft Excel, 141
Mi-Fi (mobile Wi-Fi) device, 161. See also Wi-Fi
Mindfulness, 47
engaging in, 130
Minus marketing messages, 146
Mirrors, touch screen, 199–200
Misner, Dr. Ivan, 158
Mistakes
acknowledging, 170–71
public apologies for, 130
Mobile devices, integrating, 43, 59
Mobile marketing, growth of, 198
Mobile subscribers, xvii–xviii
Money, making via social media, 16
Monitoring/management agencies, 108
Monitoring process, 181
Monitoring systems, 180
Monty, Scott, 39, 49
Motrin public relations disaster, 179–80
Moving forward, importance of, 82
“Moving the free line,” 12
Multimedia, using for visibility, 141–43
Multiway communication, 7–8
Myspace, 96
MyStarbucks Idea.com, 180
namechecklist.com, 86
Needs, filling, 116–17
Negative circumstances, dealing with, 173–74
Negative comments, replies/responses to, 98, 174, 181
Negative criticism, converting into opportunity, 172
Negative feedback, results of ignoring, 177–78
Negative posters, handling, 178
Negative posts, consequences of, 132
Negative situations, dealing with/defusing, 35, 171
Negative tweets, dealing with, 35
@Nerdist, 43
Nestle public relations disaster, 178–79
Network building, 111–33
formula for, 113–16
Network “credits,” 24
Networking Like A Pro: Turning Contacts into Connections (Misner), 158
Networking, pre-event, 165–66
Networking strategy, planning, 166
Network people, caring about, 113
Networks building up, 36
growing, xxvi, xxvii
turning into paying clients, 145–55
New business skills, 19–36
“New currency,” relationships as, xvii
New media communication, creative, xxvi
New media marketing, fears related to, xxiii
New photos, uploading to Facebook, 90
New relationship marketing, xvii–xxvii
defined, xix
See also Relationship marketing
New technologies, 54
New web “dark side,” protecting against, 173–81
Nightingale, Earl, 124
Note card mailings, 80

Objectives
clarity of, 17
identifying, 4
Odden, Lee, 43
Offers, promoting, 155
Offline marketing efforts, integrating, 160
Offline networking, bringing online, 153
Offline relationship building, 115
Offline strategies, blending online strategies with, xxii
Offline world, blending online with, 71
Online access, misuse of, 173–81
Online accounts, major, 85–86
Online communications, problems with, 20
Online engagement factors, measuring, 100
Online events, 200
Online head shots, tips for, 87–88
Online mentions
relationship building and, 99
tracking, 98–99
Online monitoring, critical importance of, 180
Online presence
assessing and improving, 85–109
building, xxiv
fears related to, 7
monitoring and managing, 98
taking breaks from, 41
Online rankings, checking, 99–100, 109
Online scalability, 43–44
Online social platforms, understanding the basics of, 14
Online strategies, blending with offline strategies, xxii
Online visibility, increasing, 100
Online world, blending with offline world, 71
Onstage authenticity, 168–69
Onward: How Starbucks Fought for Its Life without Losing Its Soul (Schultz), 35–36
ooVoo.com, 142
OPEN Forum, 71–72
OpenTable.com, 150
Opportunities
converting negative criticism into, 173
seeking, 70
Opt-in system, 138, 139
Organizational structure, designing, 60
Other people’s content (OPC), 114, 135
Outbound marketing, 149
Outside-the-box thinking, 119
Outsourcing, 43, 49
“Over-automating,” 42
Overtweeting, 42
Passion, identifying, 56
Passionate caring, 116
Passive social media participation, 45
Paying customers, creating, 145–55
PeerIndex.com, 44, 100, 109, 112
People care in engaging, 26
compliant, 125
dominant, 124
enchanting, xi
identifying as a target market, 7
interacting with, xxv
online research about, 131–32
steady, 124
supporting, 79
treating as equals, 23
ways of engaging, 4
See also Assistants; Audience entries; Authors; Clients; Consumer entries; Contacts; Content curator; Customers; Decision makers; Editors; Event attendees; Fan entries; Five Relationship Circles exercise; Followers; Friends; Ghostwriters; Givers; Golden Rolodex people; Go-to persons; Individuals; Influencers; Influential people entries; Key contacts; Leaders; Network people; Paying customers; Quality curator; Superfans; Thought leaders; Trolls; VIPs (very important persons)
People, objective, strategy, technology (P.O.S.T.) approach/concept, 3–7, 16, 17
People space, respecting, 105
People-to-people (P2P) marketing, xxv
Personal brand, developing and positioning, 91
Personal information sharing, 105
online, xxi
Personality assessment, 8
Personality-based brands, 40, 117
influencing with, 118–19
Personalization creative, 185, 194
increasing, 184–86
instant, 189–90
Personal notes/gifts, 187–88
Personal online information, use of, xviii
Personal profile wall, 14
Person-to-person connections, 200–201
Photographs (photos)
capturing your essence with, 88–91
casual vs. professional, 88–91
plagiarizing, 12
professional, 86–87
strategic, 152
using for impact, 151–53
See also Head shots
Photo sharing, 106, 155
on Facebook, 168
Pierce, Stephen, 65
Plagiarism, protection from, 11–12
Plans
for events travel calendar, 70
identifying, 56–57
for networking strategy, 166
wow factor in, 166–68
See also Marketing plan
Platforms
benefits of using, xxvi–xxvii
controlling, xxii
See also Online social platforms; Social media platforms; Social networking platforms
Plug-ins, installing, 109
Plug-in social share buttons, 95
Podcast, turning an audio file into, 143
Politeness, practicing, 173
PollDaddy.com, 193
Polls, of customer databases, 53
Portable technology, 136
Positive posting, 131
Post, Emily, 105
Posting, emotional, 129
Posting habits, reviewing, 109
Posting schedule, mapping out, 141
Postling.com, 43
Posts
limiting, 42
ripple effect of, 130
Potential contacts, mapping, 76
PowerPoint, 143
PowerPoint slides
sending tweets from, 164
tweeting from, 169
See also Slides
Pre-event introductions, 165–66
Prenetworking, 167
Prescheduling of status updates, 115
of tweets, 104
of updates, 103
Presentations
authentic, 170–71
as peer-to-peer experiences, 162–63
Prestigious events, researching and attending, 70
“Prime working hours,” 41
Princess Diana, 81
Privacy
of business owners, 7
maintaining, 34
protecting, xx–xxi, xxiii, xxiv, 11, 37–49, 190–91
rules for protecting, 9
Privacy levels, determining, 104
Privacy settings, adjusting, 101
Private conversation networks, 131–32
Private social networking, 15–16
Private Twitter list, 69
Professional conduct, 133
Professional contacts, 78–79
Professional events, 79
Professional image, projecting, 36
Professional photographs, 86–87
casual photographs vs., 88–91
Professional photographers, referrals to, 87
Profiles
brand representation in, 102
cultivating, 118
distinguishing yourself in, 102–3
for professional purposes, 101
Profit, through joint ventures, 147–48
Progress, discipline and, 82
Promotion
Facebook pages for, 153–54
of self as public speaker, 168–69, 171
Promotional calendar, 146
Promotional tweets, 155
Proprietary information, protecting, 9
Protocols
breaching, 126–27
for using social networking sites, 106–9
Psychographics, 4
Public apologies, 131
Publicly shared data, use of, xviii
Public social networking, 13–14
Public speaker, marketing yourself as, 168–69, 171
Public speaking, 159–72
back channel and, 159–60
current information for, 162–63
planning a wow factor for, 166–68
social, 160
Public speaking content, sharing, 163–64
Publishing, in your own voice, 40. See also Book publishing; WordPress entries
Pulizzi, Joe, 193
Pulse app, 136
Push notifications, 198
Quality content, 113, 114
becoming an authority through, 135–44
creating, 135–36
focus on, 138–39
retweeting and, 139–40
Quality curator, becoming, 136–38
Quality network, building, 113–14
Qualman, Erik, 145
“Rabbit holes,” 41
Radian6.com, 7, 108
*Radically Transparent* (Beal & Strauss), 130–31
Radical responsibility, adopting, 35–36
Radical strategic visibility, xxi, 119
creating, 128–29
Rapport
building, 105
increasing, 21–22
Rapportive.com, 185
Readability formulas, 33
Reading level, controlling, 33
“Real-world” events, tapping into, 71
Reciprocity
importance of, 119–20
law of, 24
Recognition, receiving, 120–21
Recruiter model, 60
Registration, tracking links/codes for, 148
“Relationship bank,” 127
Relationship building
augmenting and accelerating, 70
frequently asked questions about, xxiv–xxv
offline, 115
time as a factor in, 10
“Relationship capital,” 63
Relationship Circles. See Five Relationship Circles exercise
Relationship Coaching Institute, 75
Relationship goals, determining, 38
Relationship management training, xxi
Relationship marketing, xi
advanced techniques in, 183–94
defined, xviii–xix
future of, 195–201
going started in, 3–17
mastering, xviii
strategy in, 4–5
unique style of, 150–51
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relationshipmarketingbook.com, 7. See also www.relationshipmarketingbook.com
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Relationship marketing effectiveness, assessing, 53–54
Relationship marketing success level, assessing, 62
Relationships
accelerating the growth of, xxii
ideas for upgrading, 79–80
nondigital, 46, 47
robust, xxvi
structuring, 63
upgrading, 77
Relationship skills, improving, xxv–xxvi
Relationship structure, exercises related to, 63
Repurposing, of content, 143, 144
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Reputation
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  importance of, 26
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  protecting, xx–xxi
Reputation management,
  130–31, 133
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Reputation management tools,
  xxi
Research
  demographic, 7
  online, 131–32
Research/demographics
  resources, 205–6
Research.ly, 7
Resources, 205–7
Respect, practicing, 132
Responses, caring, 23
Response time, expectations
  related to, 108–9
Results
  measuring, 16
  steps to creating, 7
Return on investment (ROI),
  16. See also Social media
  ROI resources
Retweet button, 94
Retweeting, 69, 106
  learning the art of, 139–40
Retweets, 94
  adding comments to, 140, 144
Reveal Code, 154
Rickenbacker, Eddie, 8
Ripple effect, considering, 130
Roddick, Anita, 81–82
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Role models, 81–82
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  daily, 40–42
  optimizing, 41–42
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Sales. See Calls to action
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  entries
SANG events, 57, 66–68, 74, 166
  benefits of, 66
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Scalability strategy, 40
Scheduling programs, 49
Scheduling systems, 42
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Scoring systems, 44, 46
Scoring tools, 99–100
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Screen casts, 141–42
ScreenFlow, 142
Search ads, 13
Searching, of Facebook fan
  pages, 69. See also Google
  Search entries
  “Search mode,” 13
Self
  authentic presentation of, 34
  communicating via photos, 88–91
  promoting as a public
  speaker, 168–69, 172
Self-analysis, hiring and, 61
SendOutCards.com, 186
Service, value of, 85
7 Habits of Highly Effective People, The (Covey), 105
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Social media accounts, managing, 43
Social media ads, efficacy of, 13–14
Social media brands, individuals representing, 39
Social media case studies, 206
Social media culture, leaves of absence of, 46
SocialMediaExaminer.com, 28, 138, 196
Social media immersion events, 200
Social media management, delegating, 10
Social media management tools, 49
making use of, 42–44
See also Social media tools
Social media managers, 38
Social media marketing, xii, 40, 73
automated systems for, 10
fears related to, xxiii
Social media platforms, effective writing on, 27
Social media policy, 9, 10, 35, 36, 54, 174
Social media ROI resources, 206. See also Return on investment (ROI)
Social media tools, advantages of, xxii. See also Social media management tools
Social media universe, xix, xx

Sexy Bookmarks, 95–96
Share buttons, 92–94
Sher, Barbara, 9
Short message service (SMS), 26
Sites, adding widgets to, 92–93
Skype, 142
Skype video, 200
Slides, turning articles into, 143. See also PowerPoint slides
Smartphones, 26–27
Smith, Mari, xii
brand building by, 118
SocialBakers.com, 7
“Social budget,” 45, 46
“Social capital,” 24
Social database, building, 189–90
Social equity, 24
authentic, 114
building, 80, 117–20, 146
Social events, hosting, 79
“Social graph,” xxi
Social isolation resources, 207
Social marketing
maximizing with public speaking, 159–72
P.O.S.T. approach to, 3–7
understanding, xxvii
Social media
control of, 47
demographics of, 6
fear of, 9
making money through, 16
power of, 54
Social media webinars, 74
SocialMention.com, 99
“Social mode,” 13
Social Network, The, 129
Social networking
fears related to, xxiii
informal nature of, 87–88
public vs. private, 14–15
three-part aspect of, 105
Social networking etiquette, 105–8
Social networking explosion, 7–8
Social networking features, on blogs, 93–98
Social networking platforms, distinct cultures of, 14
Social networking profiles, active, 8
Social networking sites
growth of, xviii
transparency of, xii
SocialOomph.com, 104, 176–77
Social persona, scoring systems for, 45
Social platforms, general culture of, 105
Social plug-ins, 92–93
Social presence, optimizing, xxi
Social profiles
building, 113–14
checking, 132, 165
customer service through, 38
having head shots on, 86
of key contacts, 79
optimizing, 100–103
Social proof
for business, 93–94
counts and, 96
Social public speaking, 160
Social share buttons, 93–94
plug-in, 96
Social sites, benefits of, 168
Social technologies, learning, xi–xii
Soft skills
developing, 19–20
implementing, 36
learning, 11
mastering, xviii
understanding, xii
Solis, Brian, 16, 19, 44, 120
Sources, trusting, 15–16
Spam keywords, 181
Spammers, protecting against, 176–77
Speakers
connecting with, 68
prenetworking with, 172
Speakers and Authors
Networking Group (SANG), 65. See also SANG events
Speaking Circles, 8–9
Speaking engagements, 126–27
talking about, 168
See also Public speaking
Specialized knowledge, sharing, 119–20
Special offers, 154
Spelling, checking, 27–29, 36
Spelling/grammar resources, 206–7
Spirituality, fusion with technology, 47
Sprint and pause method, 47–48, 49
Staff, role in defining company values, 55
Staff training sessions, 54
Stage, tweeting from, 169
Starbucks, community outreach by, 180–81
Statistics
  accurate, 161
  updating, 172
Status updates, 143
  prescheduling, 115
Steady people, 124
Steele, David, 75
Stelzner, Michael, 28, 138–39, 146, 154, 166
Stone, Tom, 75
Strategic branding, 118
Strategic connections, building, 75
Strategic photos, 152
Strategic visibility, 106
Strategy
  creating, 17
  importance of, 4–5
Strauss, Judy, 130
Strong company culture, fostering, 180
Strutta.com, 154, 192
Stuart, Martha, 81
Stumble Upon, 96
Subscriber list, growing, 138
Success
  achieving, 74–75
  learning about, 81
  measuring, 99–100, 112
Superconnectors, 65
Superfans
  identifying, 191–93
  supporting, 192
Survey Monkey, 193
Surveys, of customer databases, 53
Swim with the Sharks without Being Eaten Alive (Mackay), 125
Tagging, on Facebook, 106–7
“Tags,” 14. See also Hash tags
@tags, 70, 106
+tagging, 106
Target market, 113
  identifying, 4, 17
  special offers for, 154
Team training, for feedback handling, 181
technorati.com, 98, 194
Technographics, 4, 17
Technology
  enhancing, 200
  fear of, 10–11
  fusion with spirituality, 47
  keeping up with, 196–98
  portable, 136
  researching, 5–7
  testing, 164
See also New technologies
Technology changes, adapting to, 195–201
technorati.com, 121, 136, 194
Tech support, 38
Television shows, Internet, 142. See also Video entries
Text messages, responding to, 37–38
“Text talk”
  limiting, 26–27, 36
  replacing, 31
Thank You Economy, The (Vaynerchuk), 183

Thoughtful posting, 133
Thought leaders, 120, 139
Threadless fan page, 149–50
Three-part social networking model, 104
Three-point filter process, 34
Time, protecting, 37–49
Time off, scheduling, 40
Timing, of special offers, 153
TinyChat.com, 142
To-do checklist, 41
Toastmasters International, 159
Tools, researching, 43. See also
Ancillary tools; Google tools; Reputation management tools;
Scoring tools; Social media management tools;
Social media tools
Top clients, retaining, 185–86
Top industry blogs, subscribing to, 194
Top industry leader, becoming, 183–94
@TopRank, 43
TopRankBlog.com, 43, 49
Touch screen mirrors, 199–200
Tough love, exercising, 82
Tournier, Paul, 113
Traackr, 44, 112
Tracking links/codes, for registration, 148
Tracy, Brian, 68, 174
Traffic grabbing, 176
Transformational Leadership Council (TLC), 74
Transparency, 13
“Trending topics,” 164, 179
Tribes (Godin), 25
Trolls
dealing with, 35
ignoring, 181
managing, 174–75
Trump, Donald, 152, 153
Trust, in sources, 15–16
Trust factor, dated photos and, 87
tv.winelibrary.com, 142
Tweakling, 160
TweetDeck, 43, 103
Tweeting, 108
delegating, 43
from PowerPoint slides, 169
from stage, 169
TweetMeme button, 94
Tweets
checking, 27–28
live from events, 163–64
prescheduling, 42, 104
promotional, 155
public nature of, 35
redoing, 29
ripple effect of, 130
types of, 107
Tweet stream, checking, 42
Tweetups, 158, 171
Tweetup meetup.com, 158
Tweetvite.com, 158
Twellow.com, 104, 121
TwitCasting, 164
Twitter, 5
acronyms and abbreviations used on, 31–33
benefits of using, xxvi–xxvii
communication via, 26
finding profiles on, 165
grouting your day with,
43
harassment on, 175
meeting Hollywood Squares
on, 69–70
overview of users on, 6
Twitter account, 38
Twitter backgrounds, 103
commissioning, 168
Twitter bio, 102–3
for Alaska Airlines, 189
Twitter Elite, 100
Twitter followers, reaching out
to, 79
Twitter following, building, 25
TwitterGrader.com, 100,
109
Twitter IDs, 107, 185
Twitter lists, 136
following, 144
Twitter Magic, 164
Twitter messages, responding
to, 37–38
Twitter profiles
checking, 22–23
launch page of, 155
optimizing, 102–3, 109
screenshots of, 167
updating, 166
Twitter spam management,
176
Twitter stream, 107
Twitter symbols/acronyms, 14
TwtPoll.com, 193
Twtvite.com, 158
Tyreman, David, 91
Unexpected calls, answering,
126–27
Unique marketing style,
developing, 150–51
“Up and coming” Twitter
followers, helping, 80
Updates, prescheduling, 103
UrbanDictionary.com, 27
Username, checking availability
of, 86
UStream, 131
UStream.tv, 142
Value
contributing, 74
creating, 34
Values, sticking to, 36
Vaynerchuk, Gary, 24, 25, 116,
118, 142, 183
social media presence of, 118
VaynerMedia, 24, 118
Video interviews, 142
Video marketing, 199
Videos
in the marketing plan,
141–43
posting, 144
posting on Facebook, 169
for reputation
management, 179
Video testimonials, from
audience members, 169
VIPs (very important persons),
connecting with, 126–27
“Viral visibility,” 8, 94
Virgin record stores, 68
Virtual assistants (VAs), xxi,
59–60, 115
Virtual hecklers, 160
Virtual real estate, xxii

Visibility
  creating, 129
  exceptional, 121–23
  radical strategic, 119
  strategic, 106
  using multimedia for, 141–43

See also High-visibility blogs;
  Radical strategic visibility

Vision, sharing, 57

Visualization, power of, 69

Voice, delegating, 12–13

Wall posts, fear of, 177. See also Facebook walls

Warner, Carolyn, 54

Web 2.0, 92

Webinars, 171
  hosting, 79
  social media, 74

Whitewashing, 177

Who’s in Your Room? exercise, 81–83

Wibiya Share button, 96

Widgets
  adding to sites, 92–93
  installing, 109

Wi-Fi, free, 180. See also Mi-Fi (mobile Wi-Fi)

Wildfire, 192

WildfireApp.com, 154

Williamson, Marianne, 117

Wine Library TV, 24

Winfrey, Oprah, 81

Win-win attitude, 24

Wisdom 2.0 Conference, 48

Word-of-mouth marketing, 94

WordPress button, 95

WordPress.org, 92

WordPress Facebook plug-ins, 94

WordPress Like button, 94

WordPress specialists, 93

Words
  commonly misused, 29, 30
  most misspelled, 28

Words With Friends app, 193

Work, starting/stopping rules for, 41

Work-time blocks, 41

World-class brand, building, 183

World Famous (Tyreman), 91

Worth, measuring, 112

Wow factor
  optimizing, 172
  planning, 166–68

“Wow factor experiences,” 186–89

Writing, effective, 27

Writing clarity,
  double-checking, 33

www.relationshipmarketingbook.com, xxi, xxv.

See also RelationshipMarketingBook.com entries

YouTube, posting/uploading videos on, 142, 169

Zappos
  core values of, 54–55
  culture of respect at, 180
  customer service, 57–59

Zuckerberg, Mark, 196

Zynga, 193